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Motivation

No standard BSM model

Lessons from 35 years of building models (check one):

we don’t know what we are looking for!

New physics is complicated

We are missing something



Too many theories?

SUSY

Technicolor

Extra dimensions

Little Higgs

Split SUSY

mSUGRA gauge mediated
anomaly mediated

gaugino mediated
generalized gauge mediation

walking conformal
large

warped
TeV

UED
Higgless

bulk gauge
+ fermions

Twin Higgs
holographic

HiggsT parity



Or not enough signals?

High       physics:



This Talk
New physics in IR:

• Low mass hidden sectors

• Long-lived particles

“Unified dark matter”

“Quirks”

“Hidden valley”

“Unparticles”

“Displaced dark matter”

Explore “minimal non-minimal” models



Unified Dark Matter
An ambitious attempt to explain all signals potentially related 
to dark matter

(Arkani-Hamed, Finkbeiner, Slatyer, Weiner, 2008)

Renormalizable portal:

Inelastic dark matter      DAMA/LIBRA
(Tucker-Smith, Weiner, 2001)

Somerfeld enhanced annihilation
PAMELA, FERMI, WMAP haze...

lepton jets at colliders



Massive Portal

“Hidden Valley”
(Strassler, Zurek 2006)



Unified Quirk/Hidden Valley/
Unparticle Model

Quirks

UnparticlesHidden Valley

Q



The Model

•                 stringy confinement     “quirks”  

•                   QCD-like confinement      “hidden valley”

•                   conformal dynamics      “unparticles”



Hidden sector = light glueballs
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Very decoupled from SM

• No constraints from star cooling, etc.
• Cosmology OK if

Quirks
(Kang, Luty 2008)



What’s so quirky?What’s so Quirky?

!E ! 2mQ " "2!L

Stable strings!Stable strings!



String Length

Convert quirk kinetic energy to string energy

!"#$
effective string

Macroscopic, mesoscopic, and microscopic
string all possible



Macroscopic Strings

jet or photon jet or photon



Is it observable?
• Triggering?

• Track finding/reconstruction?

• Request to include in GEANT4 in progress...

Positron discovery
(Anderson 1932)

Potential for discovery with
single event:



Mesoscopic Strings

CHAMP-like with invariant mass distribution

First quirk search (D0): jet + highly ionizing track



Microscopic Strings
• Annihilation to di-jet, -lepton, or -photon
• Colored quirks lose energy to soft hadrons

(Harnik, Huang, ML, Medina,
Mrenna, in preparation)



Hidden Valley
Hidden sector = 1-flavor QCD

mesons:
baryons:



“Classic” Hidden Valley

Z !

The Easiest Model

! With two light flavors, v-QCD is similar to real QCD

! The Z’ can decay to a pair of v-quarks

! All v-hadrons decay immediately to v-pions and the lightest v-baryons

! Two of the three v-pions cannot decay via a Z’ 

! But the third one can!

!
v
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(Strassler, Zurek 2006)

Familiar, straightforward to simulate



Hidden Valley Signals

• High multiplicity (from hadronization in hidden 
sector)

• MET (from stable hadrons)

• Heavy flavors (from meson decays)

• Displaced leptons/jets

• Studies underway at ATLAS/CMS



Unparticles
conformal dynamics in hidden sector

(Georgi, 2007)

= massive particle + radiation

CHAMP + 



Displaced Dark Matter
(Chang, ML, in preparation)

• SuperWIMP (Feng, Rajaraman, Takayama 2003)
= would-be LSP

• Asymmetric dark matter (Kaplan, Luty, Zurek 2009)

Transfer standard model particle-antiparticle asymmetry to dark 
matter by interactions in equilibrium at high



Cosmic Coincidence?
Both models require long-lived     decays

• SuperWIMP

at

for

• Asymmetric dark matter

for

for

Interactions that transfer asymmetry 



Classify Models 3

Coupling NLSP Decay NLSP Signal

!0 ! X + (h, Z) vertex! (h, Z) + "ETXHuHd
!± ! X + (H±, W±) track! (H±, W±) + "ET

!± ! X + "± track! "± + "ET

XLHu #̃ ! X + (h, Z) vertex! (h, Z) + "ET

"̃± ! X + (H±, W±) track! (H±, W±) + "ET

"̃± ! X + "!± track! "!± + "ETXLLec

#̃ ! X + "! + "̄ vertex! "! + "̄ + "ET

"̃± ! X + u + d̄ track! 2 jets + "ET

#̃ ! X + d + d̄ vertex! 2 jets + "ETXQLdc

ũ! X + "+ + d R-hadron! "± + jet + "ET

d̃! X + # + d R-hadron! jet + "ET

Xucdcdc ũ! X + d̄ + d̄! R-hadron! 2 jets + "ET

TABLE I: NLSP decays and signals for various operators cou-
pling the dark matter to the MSSM. The operator X2LHu

gives decays similar to XLHu with two X particles in the
final state.

terms of the form X†LHu are also possible, but they
do not contain a coupling of the X scalar to fermions.
The possible NLSP decays resulting from these models is
listed in Table 1.

Reconstructing decays with displaced vertices is chal-
lenging at the LHC because the experiments are designed
to detect particles coming from the interaction region.
The visible decay products from a highly displaced ver-
tex can travel in any direction through the detector, and
require special treatment. A plausible first step is deter-
mining the position and timing of the displaced vertex,
without reconstructing the visible decay products. The
position of the primary interaction vertex can be deter-
mined using conventional methods from the large number
of hard visible particles expected from the cascade decays
(see Fig. 1b). Determining the position of the displaced
decay vertex should be possible by fitting to the pattern
of tracks, provided that the displaced decay occurs in an
active part of the detector. Therefore, just from identi-
fying the vertex we can find the velocity of the NLSP.

Up to now, we do not assume that any of the decay
products of the NLSP are reconstructed, so we cannot
obtain any information about the properties of X. How-
ever, the identification of a displaced vertex gives infor-
mation that is very useful in reconstructing the prompt

decay, i.e. the event before the NLSP decay. If the NLSP
is electrically charged (or an R-hadron), tracking infor-
mation is available for the NLSPs, and we can fully re-
construct the prompt event without the displaced ver-
tex. We therefore focus on the case of uncharged NLSP
where only one of the NLSP decays occurs in the detec-
tor. Without the information from the displaced vertex
we need to determine the 4-momenta of the two Y par-
ticles to reconstruct the prompt event. We assume that
the visible particles in the prompt event can be recon-
structed separately from the displaced vertex. This may
be possible only in favorable events where the visible par-
ticles from the prompt event and the displaced decay can
be separated in the detector. If the visible particles and
the 2 components of missing !pT are measured, we need
8 ! 2 = 6 additional constraints. We get 2 additional
constraints by equating the masses of the two Y s and
the two “mother” particles M (see Fig. 1b), so we still
need 4 constraints to reconstruct the prompt event (up to
discrete combinatoric ambiguities). These are the mini-
mal kinematic constraints in this class of models. If the
decay involved additional intermediate states, we can get
additional constraints, but this introduces more model-
dependence. The information from the displaced ver-
tex gives 3 additional kinematic constraints, not enough
to reconstruct a single event. However, by combining
2 events with a displaced vertex, we have 3 constraints
from each mass-shell condition (assuming the M and Y
particles are the same in both events), and there are 12
constraints determining the 12 unknown components of
4-momentum, so the events can be fully reconstructed.
Without the additional information from the displaced
vertex, this is possible only if there are at least 3 on-shell
intermediate states in every cascade. More generally, the
conclusion is that the additional kinematic information
from the displaced vertex can be very helpful in recon-
structing the prompt part of the event.

We now turn to the reconstruction of X properties,
in particular the X mass. This is the crucial parame-
ter in determining whether the X particle observed in a
displaced vertex is the dark matter.
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Reconstruction

Displaced Dark Matter at Colliders

Spencer Chang! and Markus A. Luty†
Physics Department, University of California Davis

Davis, California 95616

Models in which the dark matter is very weakly coupled to the observable sector may explain
the observed dark matter density, either as a “superWIMP” or as “asymmetric dark matter.” Both
types of models predict displaced vertices at colliders, with a rich variety of possible phenomenology.
We classify the cases in which the decays can occur inside particle detectors at the LHC. Identifi-
cation of the position and timing of the displaced vertices significantly improves the prospects of
reconstructing the new physics in models such as supersymmetry. In favorable cases, reconstruction
of the visible products of the displaced decay allows determination of the dark matter mass, allowing
the dark matter density to be predicted from collider data.

PACS numbers:

The nature of the dark matter that accounts for about
one quarter of the mass of the universe is one of the most
important open questions in particle physics and cosmol-
ogy. One hint about the nature of the dark matter comes
from assuming that the dark matter is a massive particle
X whose relic density today results from the freeze-out
of the interactions X̄X ! SM, where SM are standard
model particles. (X may be its own antiparticle.) In this
case, the relic density is

!X "
pb

!(X̄X # SM)
. (1)

That is, the correct relic abundance !X " 1 is obtained
for an annihilation cross section typical for a perturba-
tive interaction of a weak-scale particle. Such particles
are called weakly interacting massive particles (WIMPs),
and Eq. (1) is sometimes called the “WIMP miracle.” It
suggests that dark matter may be connected with the
weak scale, and hence may be observable at the LHC.

Another hint for the existence of WIMPs comes from
attempts to understand particle physics at the weak
scale. Particle physics models that address the stability
of the weak scale against quantum corrections and nat-
urally satisfy precision electroweak constraints are gen-
erally have “partners” of standard model particles with
masses of order 100 GeV–TeV whose role is to cancel
the UV sensitivity of the electroweak order parameter.
The most well-studied example is that of supersymmetry
(SUSY), with a SUSY partner for every standard model
particle, but “little Higgs” and models with extra dimen-
sions also fall into this class. These models naturally sat-
isfy precision electroweak constraints if the partner parti-
cles cannot be singly produced, implying an approximate
“partner parity” under which the partners are odd and
standard model particles are even. If this parity symme-
try is exact, the lightest odd particle is absolutely stable,

!Electronic address: spchang123@gmail.com
†Electronic address: luty@physics.ucdavis.edu

FIG. 1: Collider production of dark matter (a) in conventional
dark matter models (b) in superWIMP/ADM models.

and automatically has the mass and interactions to be
WIMP dark matter.

If this picture is correct, the prospects for obtaining
experimental evidence for it are excellent. Dark matter
direct detection experiments are reaching levels of sensi-
tivity where a signal is expected. Also, the CERN Large
Hadron Collider (LHC) will explore the weak scale with
pp collisions with energies up to 14 TeV, leading to the
exciting possibility that dark matter can be produced
and studied in the laboratory. However, the connection
between dark matter production at colliders and the cos-
mological dark matter density is very indirect. The pro-
duction of WIMPs at colliders occurs via pair production
of the standard model partners with the strongest cou-
plings to protons (typically colored partners), followed
by cascade decays to standard model particles and dark
matter particles (see Fig. 1a). This is not directly related
to the annihilation process that gives rise to dark matter
freeze-out, and knowledge of the underlying model is re-
quired to relate them. The program of relating collider
data to cosmological dark matter is extremely ambitious,
and may require colliders beyond the LHC (e.g. a high-
energy e±e" collider).

However, there are non-WIMP models of dark matter
in which there is an explanation of the dark matter as
compelling as Eq. (1), and which also fit well with parti-
cle physics at the weak scale, but where the program of
relating collider and cosmological data is even more dif-
ficult, perhaps even impossible. In this paper we discuss

Look at events with one
displaced vertex in detector

from displaced visible particles

Complete reconstruction of prompt event with 2 events!



Conclusions

• It is important to think about all signals that will be 
missed if we don’t look for them.

• “Minimal non-minimal” extensions of the standard 
model can give qualitatively new phenomenology.

• Expect the unexpected!


